The objective of this work is to exhibit an integrated to the spectrum of bounded linear operator in probabilistic Hilbert space (PH-space). We have given several theorems, and some of its essential properties to the spectrum of the bounded linear operators in PH-space.
Introduction
The definition of on the probabilistic inner product spaces (PIP-space ) insert by S.S.chang [1] , Yongfu su . [2] , modified the S.S.changs definition .The PIP-space ( , , * ) where is a real linear space and mapping : × → ( : set of all distribution function ) is denoted by × ( ) for each ( , ) ∈ × achieve the following conditions : Where × ( ) = lim ′ → + × ( )
If with is linearly independent then
+ , ( ) = ( , * , )( )
If is complete in the ∥•∥ , then is called PH-space , [3] . Let the set of all bounded operators acting on ( ) .
Operators on ph-space
The private set of operators on ph-space is known as follows: [4] 1. S is self-adjoint if * = On a par with 2. The spectrum of :
3. The point spectrum of :
The continuous spectrum of :
5. The Residual spectrum of S :
6. The approximate point spectrum of S :
Main results
We have given several theorems, and some of essential properties to the spectrum of the operator ∈ ( ) .
Lemma 1:
Let ∈ ( ) is normal, then: Remark: 
Theorem 2 :
Let ( , , * ) be a PH-space , let ∈ ( ) and ∈ ℝ . And let ∈ ℝ be a -sequence which is not weakly converging to zero ( ↛ 0) , then ∈ ( ) .
Proof:
Since ∈ ℝ and ( ↛ 0) , then ∃ ≠ 0 ∈ and = ⊂ satisfies the following: Since is -sequence then by Cesaro's means. Converges theorem then:
Since is continuous, we get Then ∈ ( ) .
Theorem 3:
Let ( , , * ) be a PH-space .let ∈ ( ) be a normal operator then there exists ∈ ( ) such that | | =∥ ∥ .
Proof:
Assume that ≠ 0 , since is normal then
|< , >| ∃ ∈ unit vector such that: Let ( , , * ) be a PH-space, and let assume that ( ) = ∅ and not one -to-one. Then ∈ ( ) .
Proof:
We have
is one-to-one and ( ) is closed in .
Since is not one-to-one.
Theorem 5:
Let ( , , * ) be a ph-space , and ∈ ( ) be a normal . let ∈ ( ) then ( ) is not closed . 
